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A map is a series of definitions, that, together, describe the structure of some item of
data.  Maps are used by Mapping Services to interpret data structures used by
NonStop NET/MASTER Management Services (MS).  These data structures are called
mapped data objects (MDOs).

The NonStop NET/MASTER MS map file, distributed with NonStop NET/MASTER
MS, contains map definitions for the standard maps $MAP, $MSG, $NCL, $SEC, and
$SPI.  A standard map is a map supplied with NonStop NET/MASTER MS to access
data structures that are an integral part of NonStop NET/MASTER MS.

NonStop NET/MASTER MS lets you create and use maps to access data structures
that you define.  These maps are called user-defined maps.  You can add and delete
user-defined maps to and from the map file as required.

You can map user-defined tokens to MDOs.  This adds the user-defined tokens to the
standard map $SPI.  Finally, you can update the map file if the system template file is
updated.

The MDMAINT utility program, distributed with NonStop NET/MASTER MS, is
used to maintain the map file.  You use the TACL RUN command to run the
MDMAINT program.  This section describes how to use the MDMAINT program to
perform the following tasks:

Rebuild standard maps—either all standard maps or selected standard maps

Manage user-defined maps—that is, add and delete user-defined maps to and
from the map file

Map user-defined tokens to MDOs

Update the map file after the system template file is updated

Refer to the NonStop NET/MASTER NCL Programmer’s Guide for detailed information
on the structure and use of standard and user-defined maps.

Rebuilding Standard
Maps

The map file is copied from tape to disk during the installation of NonStop
NET/MASTER MS.  The map file must exist before you can start a NonStop
NET/MASTER MS system.  If you are unable to start a NonStop NET/MASTER MS
system because of a problem with the map file (perhaps the map file is corrupt) and
you cannot restore the distributed map file from a backup, you can rebuild the
standard maps in the map file by using the MDMAINT program.

You can rebuild either the whole map file or selected standard map definitions.  Both
these tasks are performed using the MDMAINT program.

Note Rebuild standard maps, other than $SPI, only when directed by Tandem support personnel.
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The syntax of the TACL RUN command used to invoke the MDMAINT program to
rebuild some or all standard map definitions is the following:

RUN MDMAINT / run-options / map-file [ owner-file
            [ $MAP | $MSG | $NCL | $SEC | $SPI | ALL ] ]

run-options

specifies TACL RUN command options, separated by commas (,).  Refer to the
TACL Reference Manual for more information.

map-file

specifies the name of the map file, as described by the PARAM MDSMAPFILE
command.  If the file does not exist, it is created.

See Section 3, “Configuring NonStop NET/MASTER MS,” for a discussion of the
MDSMAPFILE operand.  Refer to the NonStop NET/MASTER MS Command
Reference Manual for more information on the PARAM command.

owner-file

specifies a SPI-to-MDO conversion file, as described in “Mapping User-Defined
Tokens to MDOs,” later in this section.  The contents of the conversion file are
used only when you are rebuilding the $SPI map or incorporating your own user-
defined tokens in the map file (see “Mapping User-Defined Tokens to MDOs,”
later in this section, for more information):  otherwise, the conversion file is not
used, and can be empty.

Note You cannot name the conversion file ADD or DEL.

$MAP

specifies the standard map $MAP.  This map is rebuilt.

$MSG

specifies the standard map $MSG.  This map is rebuilt.

$NCL

specifies the standard map $NCL.  This map is rebuilt.

$SEC

specifies the standard map $SEC.  This map is rebuilt.

$SPI

specifies the standard map $SPI.  This map is rebuilt.
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ALL

specifies all standard maps.  All standard maps are rebuilt.

Examples

Assume NonStop NET/MASTER MS was installed with a process character of Z in
$DATA2.ZNNM on your Tandem system.

1. The following TACL RUN commands, which all perform the same function,
invoke the MDMAINT program to rebuild the standard map $SPI:

RUN $DATA2.ZNNM.MDMAINT /PRI 140, NAME $ZMDM/
    $DATA2.ZNNMDATA.MAPFILE

RUN $DATA2.ZNNM.MDMAINT /PRI 140, NAME $ZMDM/
    $DATA2.ZNNMDATA.MAPFILE MYOWFILE

RUN $DATA2.ZNNM.MDMAINT /PRI 140, NAME $ZMDM/
    $DATA2.ZNNMDATA.MAPFILE MYOWFILE $SPI

2. The following TACL RUN command rebuilds the standard map $MSG:

RUN $DATA2.ZNNM.MDMAINT /PRI 140, NAME $ZMDM/
    $DATA2.ZNNMDATA.MAPFILE MYOWFILE $MSG

3. The following TACL RUN command rebuilds all standard maps:

RUN $DATA2.ZNNM.MDMAINT /PRI 140, NAME $ZMDM/
    $DATA2.ZNNMDATA.MAPFILE MYOWFILE ALL

Managing
User-Defined Maps

Managing user-defined maps includes adding and deleting user-defined maps to and
from the map file, respectively.  This subsection discusses the following topics:

Using the MDMAINT program to create a map definition and to add the map
definition to the map file

Using the MDMAINT program to delete a map definition from the map file

Creating a Map Definition
and Adding the Definition

to the Map File

To create a user-defined map, you follow these steps:

1. Create a DDL source schema file using DDL statements.

2. Create a DDL data dictionary using the source schema file as input.

3. Create a map definition using the DDL data dictionary as input, and add the map
definition to the map file.

Steps 1 and 2 are performed by the NCL programmer, or come from an existing
application.  These steps are discussed in detail in the NonStop NET/MASTER NCL
Programmer’s Guide.  Step 3 is performed by the NonStop NET/MASTER MS system
manager, and must be performed before an NCL process can access the map
definition.
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The syntax of the TACL RUN command used to invoke the MDMAINT program to
create a map definition and add the map definition to the map file is the following:

RUN MDMAINT / run-options / map-file ADD
            ddl-dictionary-location
            { record-name | definition-name } { R | D }
            [ map-name ]

run-options

specifies TACL RUN command options, separated by commas (,).  Refer to the
Tandem Advanced Command Language (TACL) Reference Manual for more
information.

map-file

specifies the name of the map file, as described by the PARAM MDSMAPFILE
command.  See Section 3, “Configuring NonStop NET/MASTER MS,” for a
discussion of the MDSMAPFILE operand.  Refer to the NonStop NET/MASTER MS
Command Reference Manual for more information on the PARAM command.

ADD

specifies that a map definition is to be created and added to the map file.

ddl-dictionary-location

specifies the location of the DDL data dictionary in the following form:

[ \system. ]$volume.subvolume

record-name

specifies the name of a record from the DDL data dictionary that is to be added to
the map file.  Unless you specify an alternative map name, the name of the record
becomes, by default, the name of the user-defined map.  If you specify
record-name, you must specify R.

definition-name

specifies the name of a definition from the DDL data dictionary that is to be added
to the map file.  Unless you specify an alternative map name, the name of the
definition becomes, by default, the name of the user-defined map.  If you specify
definition-name, you must specify D.

R

specifies that a record from the DDL data dictionary is to be used to create the
user-defined map.  If you specify R, you must specify record-name.
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D

specifies that a definition from the DDL data dictionary is to be used to create the
user-defined map.  If you specify D, you must specify definition-name.

map-name

specifies an alternative map name for the user-defined map.  This operand is used
to override the default map name.

Considerations

A user-defined map name must be from 1 through 32 characters long.  You can use
the following characters in a user-defined map name, as long as the first character
is not a digit or a dollar sign ($):

Alphabetic characters:  A through Z and a through z
Numeric characters:  0 through 9
Other characters:  # $ @

If NonStop NET/MASTER MS is not running, its map file is closed; otherwise, the
map file is open.  A map definition is added to the map file whether or not the
map file is open.  Adding a user-defined map to the map file does not load the
map name or the map itself into NonStop NET/MASTER MS memory.

If NonStop NET/MASTER MS is not running and its map file is closed, a
user-defined map name is automatically loaded into NonStop NET/MASTER MS
memory when NonStop NET/MASTER MS is started.

A user-defined map is loaded into memory when an NCL process refers to the
map or you execute the SYSPARMS MAPLOAD command.  Refer to the NonStop
NET/MASTER MS Command Reference Manual for more information on the
SYSPARMS command.

After a user-defined map is loaded into NonStop NET/MASTER MS memory, you
can use the SHOW MAPS command to display information about it.  Refer to the
NonStop NET/MASTER MS Command Reference Manual for more information on the
SHOW MAPS command.

Example

Assume NonStop NET/MASTER MS was installed with a process character of Z in
$DATA2.ZNNM on your Tandem system.  The following TACL RUN command
invokes the MDMAINT program to create a map definition for the record EMPREC
and add it to the map file:

RUN $DATA2.ZNNM.MDMAINT /PRI 140, NAME $ZMDM/
    $DATA2.ZNNMDATA.MAPFILE
    ADD $DATA2.UDDL EMPREC R
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Deleting a Map Definition
From the Map File

The syntax of the TACL RUN command used to invoke the MDMAINT program to
delete a map definition from the map file is the following:

RUN MDMAINT / run-options / map-file DEL
            map-name

run-options

specifies TACL RUN command options, separated by commas (,).  Refer to the
Tandem Advanced Command Language (TACL) Reference Manual for more
information.

map-file

specifies the name of the map file, as described by the PARAM MDSMAPFILE
command.  See Section 3, “Configuring NonStop NET/MASTER MS,” for a
discussion of the MDSMAPFILE operand.  Refer to the NonStop NET/MASTER MS
Command Reference Manual for more information on the PARAM command.

DEL

specifies that a map definition is to be deleted from the map file.

map-name

specifies the name of the user-defined map in the map file.

Considerations

Deleting a user-defined map from the map file does not delete the map from
NonStop NET/MASTER MS memory.  Therefore, you can continue to use a map
in memory even though its map definition no longer exists—or a different map
definition with the same name exists—in the map file.

A user-defined map is deleted from memory by using the SYSPARMS MAPDEL
command.  Refer to the NonStop NET/MASTER MS Command Reference Manual for
more information on the SYSPARMS command.

If a user-defined map is not loaded in NonStop NET/MASTER MS memory, the
SHOW MAPS command does not display information about it.  Refer to the
NonStop NET/MASTER MS Command Reference Manual for more information on the
SYSPARMS command.

Example

The following TACL RUN command invokes the MDMAINT program to delete a map
definition from the map file:

RUN $DATA2.ZNNM.MDMAINT /PRI 140, NAME $ZMDM/
    $DATA2.ZNNMDATA.MAPFILE
    DEL EMPREC
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Mapping User-Defined
Tokens to MDOs

The tokens for Tandem subsystems are already mapped to mapped data objects
(MDOs).  If you have your own subsystem, however, you can use the MDMAINT
program to map the user-defined tokens in the subsystem to MDOs.

The syntax of the TACL RUN command used to invoke the MDMAINT program to
map user-defined tokens to MDOs is the following:

RUN MDMAINT / run-options / map-file owner-file

run-options

specifies TACL RUN command options, separated by commas (,).  Refer to the
TACL Reference Manual for more information.

map-file

specifies the name of the map file, as described by the PARAM MDSMAPFILE
command.  See Section 3, “Configuring NonStop NET/MASTER MS,” for a
discussion of the MDSMAPFILE operand.  Refer to the NonStop NET/MASTER MS
Command Reference Manual for more information on the PARAM command.

owner-file

specifies a SPI-to-MDO conversion edit file created in Step 5, described in the
following steps.

Note You cannot name the conversion file ADD or DEL.

To map user-defined tokens to MDOs, follow these steps:

1. Define your subsystem and its tokens in DDL.  You must use the SSID clause in
each token you define.  Build your dictionary.

For instructions on using the SSID clause, refer to the DSM Template Services
Manual.  For instructions on building your dictionary, refer to the Data Definition
Language (DDL) Reference Manual.

2. Create a template source file describing at least one message, and include on the
SSNAME line a three-character subsystem name:

SSNAME: "SUBSYSA", "SSA"

where SUBSYSA is the full subsystem name and SSA is the three-character
subsystem name.  NonStop NET/MASTER MS uses the three-character subsystem
name and the event number to build the message ID for an event (for example,
SSA0001).
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3. Create a template object file using the TEMPL program.

For instructions on using the TEMPL program, refer to the DSM Template Services
Manual.

4. Use the TEMPLI program to merge your template object with the current template
file used by NonStop NET/MASTER MS.

For instructions on using the TEMPLI program, refer to the DSM Template Services
Manual.

5. Create an SPI-to-MDO conversion file, which is a simple edit file with the format

owner-name   number

where number is a unique nonzero positive number and owner-name is the
owner of the subsystem (and cannot be TANDEM).  For example:

OWNERA   8

In this example, the owner OWNERA is associated with an owner ID of 8.  If you
already have other subsystems defined, add this line to that file.

6. Use one of the following commands to enable NonStop NET/MASTER MS to use
the nonresident template file created in Step 4 (newtempl) as the source template
file used by the MDMAINT program:

Either the following ADD DEFINE command:

ADD DEFINE =_EMS_TEMPLATES, CLASS MAP, FILE newtempl

Or the following COUP commands to install the template file as the system
template file:

ASSUME ALLPROCESSORS
ALTER EMS^TEMPLATES ( RESIDENT
                      NONRESIDENT newtempl )

For more information on using COUP, refer to the Dynamic System Configuration
(DSC) Manual.

7. Update the NonStop NET/MASTER MS map file using MDMAINT, as shown in
the next example:

RUN MDMAINT map-file owner-file

map-file is the current map file specified by the MDSMAPFILE operand of the
PARAM command.  (See Section 3, “Configuring NonStop NET/MASTER MS,”
for a discussion of the MDSMAPFILE operand.)  As a precaution against losing the
original data, back up the file before starting.  owner-file is the SPI-to-MDO
conversion edit file created in Step 5.

8. If you used the ADD DEFINE command in Step 6 and have changed your
template source, you must restart NonStop NET/MASTER MS:  otherwise,
proceed to Step 9.
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9. If you did not restart NonStop NET/MASTER MS in Step 8, use these commands
to update the maps from the updated map file:

SYSPARMS MAPDEL=$SPI
SYSPARMS MAPDEL=$MSG
SYSPARMS MAPLOAD=$MSG

You do not need to reload $SPI.  $SPI is automatically reloaded from the updated
map file when $MSG is reloaded.

Updating the Map File
After the System
Template File Is

Updated

If you install a new Tandem system template file or a new Tandem product that
updates the existing system template file, you must update the map file if you want
NonStop NET/MASTER MS to recognize any new tokens in the new or updated
system template file.

The steps you follow to update the map file differ according to whether you also have
user-defined tokens to map to MDOs in the updated map file.  In either case, you use
the MDMAINT program to update the map file.

Updating the Map File
Without Mapping

User-Defined Tokens to
MDOs

To update the map file without mapping user-defined tokens to MDOs, you must
rebuild the $SPI map.  Rebuilding the $SPI map ensures that new tokens in the system
template file are recognized by NonStop NET/MASTER MS, and that NonStop
NET/MASTER MS can process and display the new tokens as MDOs.

See “Rebuilding Standard Maps,” earlier in this section, for the syntax of the TACL
RUN command used to invoke the MDMAINT program to rebuild the standard map
$SPI.

Updating the Map File and
Mapping User-Defined

Tokens to MDOs

To update the map file and also map user-defined tokens to MDOs in the updated
map file, you must map the user-defined tokens to MDOs again and rebuild the $SPI
map.  You must map the user-defined tokens to MDOs again so that they are merged
with the updated template file when the $SPI map is rebuilt.

To map user-defined tokens to MDOs again and rebuild the $SPI map, follow the steps
described in “Mapping User-Defined Tokens to MDOs,” earlier in this section, noting
the following differences:

1. Perform or confirm that you have performed Step 1.

2. Perform or confirm that you have performed Step 2.

3. Perform or confirm that you have performed Step 3.

4. Perform Step 4 using the updated template file.

5. Perform or confirm that you have performed Step 5.

6. Perform Step 6.

7. Perform Step 7.

8. Perform Step 8 as follows:  if you used the ADD DEFINE command in Step 6, you
must restart NonStop NET/MASTER MS:  otherwise, proceed to Step 9.

9. Perform Step 9.
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